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Special Meeting
Buses – Melksham - Future
D3 and x72
Bath – Melksham – Devizes – Urchfont
14 and 15
Melksham Community Area services
http://www.mrug.org.uk/20200207.pdf

Agenda for this evening
1. Introduction
2. What has been happening
3. Statements – First, Faresaver, Wilts Council
4. Short term options
5. The bus market (may skip some slides in presenting)
6. Long term options
7. Resoultions
8. What Next?

MRUG / 20200207
Peter Blackburn
- Melksham Rail User Group and TransWilts President
Graham Ellis
- First Bus Customer Panel, Coffee Shop forum, TravelWatch SouthWest
Horace Prickett
- Wiltshire Councillor for public transport, Transwilts director

Statement from First - James Freeman
Statement from Faresaver - Daniel Pickford
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What has been happening?

D3 / x72 Timeline
Middle of last week (28.1.2020) - First Bus announced that they will cease operation of
their D3 route (Bath to Melksham and onward services, evenings and Sundays to Devizes
and Urchfont) from 5th April 2020.
Friday - a week ago today (31.1.2020) - Faresaver issued a press release telling us
that they were working on a fresh timatable for their x72 service which has also been
linking Bath to Melksham and Devizes in recent years.
Any bus company looking to change a commercial service has to register well in advance
(there are various deadlines 42 to 70 days ahead) and whilst this ensures reasonable
notice for passengers, it does put a timeline verging on "emergency" on a bus company
looking to step in and fill a gap.

D3 / X72 passenger choice
Where there are two competing services on a corridor, which go different
ways between places, people will choose to use one of the other because:
1. It runs on their route (serves their stop)
2. It runs at the time they want to travel
3. Some other factor (quicker, nicer buses, politer drivers, lower fares)
Let's look forward

Right route?
1. Faresaver have said "We need to try and ensure that we provide a bus service to all stops on
the route currently covered if they are adequately used." Read as a pedant, that suggests
consideration for
Stops only covered by the D3 and no other bus:
a) Between Fiveways and Box
b) Mallory Place, Melksham
Stops not covered by any other Favesaver buses:
a) Melksham Forest / Tower Road / Queensway
b) Bathwick, Holbourne Museum area
Stops covered by other Favesaver routes already, which do not lie within Faresaver's
promise to look, but which I really hope they are taking a look at are:
a) Batheaston and Box (already on x31, 228)
b) Purlpit and Whitley (already on 68, 69)

D3 / x72 Right Time?
2a. Current Faresaver services run six days a week, with a last bus Melksham to
Bath at 16:53 and a last bus Bath to Melksham at 17:40. First Bus run at 17:30
from Melksham and at 18:00, 18:35 and 21:30 from Bath commercially. Also at
19:30, 20:30 and 22:30 Melksham to Bath with Wiltshire council support, and at
20:00 and 23:20 from Bath also with support.
* The first D3 bus into Bath in the morning - at 06:37 is earlier than the first
Faresaver at 07:03. The first D3 leaves Bath at 07:40 and the second at 08:25.
The first Faresaver leaves at 08:40, (the first Devizes service at 09:10)
* Faresaver have not competed to date on these "shoulder" services and we await
their new commercial timetable to see whether it includes any buses earlier than
their currrnt first or later than their current last bus.
* Once any commercial service changes are registered, the local council(s) takes a
look at any gaps which are left ... more on that mechanism in a couple of pages.

D3 / x72 Right Time Sunday
2b. Only First run on a Sunday at present, and those services are supported by Wiltshire
Council
* It is improbable but not impossible that Faresaver will register a Sunday service.
* Once any commercial service changes are registered, the local council(s) takes a look
at any gaps which are left ... more on that mechanism in a couple of pages.

Summary - doubtful. There are two precedents - 2014 where Wiltshire Council did NOT
step in to save the previously supported contract with First to run a Chippenham to
Trowbridge via Melksham evening service, and more recently where they DID step in,
transferring support from First to Faresaver on the Chippenham to Bath evening service .

The Village Bus too

D3 / x72 other comparators
3. It is almost entirely up to the operators of commercial services to provide other
elements of their service as they see fit. The only way to influence this is by asking
the operator.
It will be natural for operators to provide elements their customer base will
appreciate, whilst at the same time lookig to maximise their income and minimise
their costs
On monopoly routes
- Fares may tend to rise (no regulated fares as there are on trains)
- Fewer bigger buses may be used - saves on drivers, saves on Bath's clean air
charges.
- Buses may serve more wiggly bits (but not so much that extra vehicles are needed)
- Odd services may drop from "Clockface" for (example) afternoon school runs

Often use the 23.20 from bath service, it's always full why stop it ? What's the point of buses which dont offer a service
We need more buses to get cars off the roads not less..crazy idea
It's not just Melksham. Devizes can feel isolated enough at the best of times. This is our only late bus.
Government asks us to cut the use of cars then cut public transport, if I have to replace my car trust me my next car will be a diesel.
Our villages need regular public transport to/from Bath for work and study and to help reduce Bath's carbon footprint.
Many people old and young rely on this bus, without it many people would be stranded without an alternative - shopping, school’s
Because its the only way I can visit my husband in hospital late nights and Sundays
Its so convenient when getting the bus to bath from melksham forest
This bus I rely on heavily! Being a stay at home mum, I don’t always have cash on me, so being able to pay by card is a massive priority! Living in Atworth, the only other bus would be Faresaver’s X72,
which is a cash only service, and I have always found a better experience using First buses than any other company!
How can they turn the tables on Melksham after having put the service up to every half hour and then cut it down again at less busy times. The discovery service was only introduced with some fanfare a
couple of years ago!! This is a ridiculous U-turn that makes no sense to the many customers who use this bus. Not just in Melksham, but in the outlying areas and villages; Bowerhill, Shaw, Atworth,
Whitley, Beanacre, it keeps us all with a lifeline service not only to bath but into Melksham. If you have to reduce the service then do so, but taking it away completely will severely disadvantage many
who already may have difficulties getting around due due to lack of their own transport.
I work in bath,its a vital service to those that dont drive that also need access to the ruh on a regular basis
I used this bus for work
As a family we all use the D3 on occasions from Shopping Trips to evenings out and the late night bus home on a Saturday night. Closing this route is not exactly forward thinking in this climate change
era.
The loss of D3 service will have huge impact, hope agreement can be reached. X72 is a good service but 2 routes working together enables many people to get to Bath for work, college, hospital as well
as shopping. Also cuts down on number of cars!
Its a backwards step for the environment and its a way home from bath on a saturday eve when you've had a few!
This service, which covers weekends and evenings, is essential. People need it for jobs and education it’s loss will be terrible for people in Wiltshire towns.
This bus takes people pretty much to there homes all around Melksham from visiting Devizes and Bath, it makes such a difference. Would be ridiculous to stop running the D3 completely.
This bus helps keep me in touch with my Bath based family and provides me with independence to travel freely. The other buses that are currently going from Melksham to Bath stop their daily services
too early for me to rely on them to visit my mum in the evenings. This bus is vital to far too many people for this service to be cut.
I don’t drive and I need this service. I also know on elderly friends that rely on this service
Ira a viral service for those living in villages i.e Whitley. My son uses this bus for Bath College as other bus provider doesnt come back late enough. I know this is true for many.
This bus is vital in the evenings and on Sundays, when Faresaver does not run any buses to Bath.
My daughter needs this service to get to uni and back
Why? Why? Why? We need more public transport not less!!!! I thought we were trying to save the planet???
That late bus is vital. It's the only way that anyone can get in to Devizes late at night other than on the London coach. Losing that bus would be disastrous. As it stands if you can get into Bath on a train
from wherever you can get back to town late so the loss of this service has implications for both leisure and employment. We don't all have cars or are in a position to afford taxis.
This would be a disaster, especially if you get held up at the RUH, plus no evening visiting.
Let's hope with the current proposed cuts that this isn't one of them. Got to love the Tories

3.

Statements
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Short term options

Future potential operators
It is impractical to suggest that the First D3 might carry on after all
- Instruction is from First's CEO in USA, against the wished of First West of England managers. Not a
local decision.
- Registration has been submitted
- Staff have been told they'll be released from Westbury depot (though can transfer to Bath)
- Two bus operators running between same key points at same time is going to kill the business for both
- It's part of a pattern
- Customers already lost and lost faith in First
Best is for an alternative to pick up the just the none-competing runs that Faresaver do not
want to run commercially
- Most logical operator would be the one already running a commercial service
- There are also two more operators with services / buses in Devizes, 2 in Bath and 1 in Melksham
- It is suggested that those five fancy are unlikely to fancy competing against Faresaver for a contract!

Mechanism to fill in service
Once any commercial service changes are registered, the local council takes a look at any gaps
which are left and may invite bus operators to bid for countracts to provide subsidised ("supported")
services.
* Even if they identify a gap, there is no obligation to invite bids. One or two counties have a "no
supported services" policy and I am relieved to report that Wiltshire is NOT one of them.
* Requests for bids will probably get one or more positive responses, and prices. Prior discussion
with potential bidders helps this process.
* Once bids are received, the council may talk with bidders to tune their offerings - often looking to
reduce the price of one bid or another by tuning the requirement to make it operationally convenient
for a particular operator
* The council may then place a contract with one or other bidder, who will then do a late registration
on that service to ensure there's no hole in services between one operator ending and another
starting.

Sunday bus services

Evening Bus Services

Variables in a council contract
How long for?
For what service?
Revenue Arrangements?
- What tickets are accepted / prices charged?
- Who keeps the money / development motivation?
- Failure penalties?
Consultation?

Which Council
●

Wiltshire Council (as it has been)

●

Also provides service and economic boost to
–

BaNES – Bath and North East Somerset

–

BaNES responsibility transfers to WECA 1.4.2020

–

West of England Combine Authority / Mayoral system allows
them additional powers to regulate buses

–

Noting that D2 (Bath to Frome) has BaNES not Somerset or
Mendip support even though most of route is in Mendip

"A better deal for bus users" – DfT 6 th February 2020

●

http://www.passenger.chat/22874

Since January 2014, around £43 million of the grant is paid directly to local authorities, rather than bus operators, to support socially necessary bus services
in their area that are not commercially viable. The government recognises the importance of these services which can provide vital connections to people in
rural areas, or ensure that more frequent evening or Sunday services are available. To improve current bus services, or restore lost services where needed,
the government will pay an extra £30 million to local authorities in 2020/21.

Looking to my own area - Wiltshire, and the Melksham area where some of the cards were throen in the air last week, a
twentieth of the £671,161 would be an excellent seeding pot at just the right time to update services to suit changed needs.
First are pulling out of their final route to the town in the face of stiff competition from Faresaver to whom I expect the majority
of the traffic to transfer - and with a reduction from 14 to 10 vehicles in the pool used for services in the immediate area, the
overall bottom line will be better. Never the less, it's an opportunity to revise - perhaps in two steps - towards the
government's aim of driving patronage towards buses, and not merely making sure we provide an answer to current users who
ask "where's my bus gone?"

My fear is that the extra £671,161 to Wiltshire Council to support bus services (and did you note the specific reference to Weekends and Sunday from the
DfT?) will be added to the bus budget ... but then a similar amount of funding that's in that budget from other sources will be removed. I've already been told
that support funding will be tight next year and at the very least I would like to see the 29% reduction in vehicles not being exceeded. First's choice to
withdraw; I would not like to see anyone else forced to cut back on services, though I would like to see them tuned to meet changing needs.

Why are we worried?
●

It’ll be automatic to replace a departing operator with the same
services from another, right?
WRONG – it is not guaranteed!
2006 – National Express replaced by First on Melksham Train
service. 60% of services lost (Poor decision – regained 2013 and
passenger numbers up from 3,000 to 75,000 with everyone
including MRUG working together)
2014 – First withdrew from the 234 including the evening
Chippenham to Melksham contract and the contract was not placed
with any other operator. Last bus from Chippenham now 17:30
rather than 22:16.

Why are we worried?
2016 – consultation on bus support in Wiltshire
asked how services should be cut back to save
50% (or 90%) of the council’s expenditure. No
options offered to retain current spending level. In
the end, so may writeins that only 10% was cut
2020 – I am told by council officers that money is
tight for the next financial year and they are
looking at options for evening and Sunday that
require less from them.

However ...
●

●

●

Support has been given to Faresaver to take over the evening runs on
x31 Chippenham to Corsham and Bath which First withdrew from at the
end of last year.
Governement had in its manifesto funding to “restore rural buses that
had been lost”. We are not totally rural, not yet lost, but funding was
announced yesterday for Wiltshire. It may need a county-wide
consultation to decide where to spend it though.
Please - make it very clear to Wiltshire Councillors and officers just how
important this service is for YOU. They are far more likely to buy
something if they know it will be in line with desired used and public
attitude. No more “but only 7 people responded to the consultation”
which is where I started with the 2006 trains!
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The Bus Market

Community input to services
●

●

Rail – Community Rail Partnerships and station friends groups –
typically work well with train operators. Set up locally, but can then
gain official status
Bus
– some commercial operators have customer panels
- other commercial operators may do surveys, listen to customers
informally,etc
We have sympathy for public transport operators when they receive
feed back that’s impractical. Organised groups can, though, help
explain issues and options to passengers and also help promote
services.

Watchdogs
●

Service Registration

●

Transport Focus

●

Bus Users UK

●

Your council on supported services

50% or 90% cuts? No – 10%

6.

Longer term options
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Resolutions

Resolution 1
●

This meeting calls on Wiltshire Council to
provide a supported evening bus service from
Bath to Melksham and Devizes with a
maximum gap of 2.5 hours between services
and a final departure from Bath at or after 22:55
if such service is not provided by a commercial
operator.

Resolution 2
●

This meeting calls on Wiltshire Council to provide
a supported SUNDAY bus service from Bath to
Melksham and Devizes with a maximum gap of 2.5
hours between services (one gap 4 hours allowed)
if such service is not provided by a commercial
operator. First bus to arrive in Bath at or before
09:30, last bus to leave at or after 19:30

Resolution 3
●

This meeting requests Faresaver to provide a
minimum hourly service beween all stops
currently linked by commercial services on
routes x72 and D3 for the duration of current
hours served by either commercial service.

Resolution 4
●

This meeting calls on all bus operators and
Wiltshire Council to plan and implement public
transport to encourage increased future use
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What Next?

●

●

●

●

These are times of concern – but please help us by
helping those who we’re all going to be working with and
taking a positive view
Please take all opportunities to remind people how public
transport, and this public transport in particular, is important
to you.
These are times of great risk to services but also of great
opportunities to build towards a busy integrated public
transport network that’s carbon neutral, congestion free, safe
and affordable – that works for operators, for local and
central government, for the planet and for you the passenger
Long journeys comprise many small steps. Let’s look to the
longer strategy and the shorter tactics will be clear

2020-02-07 Special Meeting

Buses – Melksham - Future
D3 and x72 Bath – Melksham – Devizes – Urchfont
14 and 15 Melksham Community Area services

http://www.mrug.org.uk/20200207.pdf
http://www.mrug.org.uk/resources.html
* We will convey resolutions
* We will update via Facebook
via http://www.passenger.chat/22836
via email if we have yours
Next MRUG meeting - 18th March
Please pick up leaflet; please come along

